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This study aims to medicines supply can be managed effectively and efficiently possible it requires a support tool which has a role as a provider of up to date information on the inventory, the toolis a system of accounting information. Based on the purpose of the research, the writer tried to examine to Islamic Hospital Pharmacy Aisyiyah the results outlined in the paper entitled "Analysis of Information Systems to Support Effectiveness Accounting Inventory Management Pharmacy Aisyiyah RSI Pandaan". In doing research on the issues discussed, the writer has used descriptive analysis method. Because the descriptive analysis method use a case study approach, a method which is trying to provide a systematic and accurate image of the facts, characteristics, and the relationship between the phenomena in a company.

Based on the research that done at the Hospital Pharmacy Aisyiyah Pandaan, author gets a conclusion that the inventory of accounting information system applied to the Islamic Hospital Pharmacy Branch Aisyiyah Pandaan that not enough support to achieve the effectivity of medical supplies management. The author suggest the Hospital Pharmacy Aisyiyah Pandaan should use a maximum and reliable computerized system, can segregate the duties and functions of the organizational structure of pharmacies with good and reliable, So it can make an inventory management more effective and so it can make inventory management effectiveness